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SITE 

Des cripton 

The indian Point site- is located in upper Westchester County, New 

York approximately 24 miles northi of the New York City boundary 

line. Indian Point Unit No, 2 is located adjacent to and north of 

Unit No. 1. This site has most recently been reviewed by the 

Committee in connection with the construction permit review of 

(Uit No. 3. For this reason, wqe have presented a summary of the 

imnportaunt sice related features below and emphasized those areas 

in which our current review differs from that of the construction.  

perit reviLew of Unit No. 3.  

Pojl Ci .DiLs tri bm.ition.  

ThE. population in the vicinity of the site is large. The estimated 

population di.s triLbution is presen ted b)elow. For comparison, the 

Zion distribution is also p resented.  

CUMJULATIVE POPULATION 

Indian Point: 
Distance 
('Miles) -~1960 J.9 80 1960 1985 

.108 2,100 1,000 2,340 

2 10,81-J0 20,900 8,800 25,600 

3 29,630 59,520 18,300 50,000 

438:730 73,S00 29,700 75,000 

553,040 108,060 52,600 106,000 

10 155 ,510 312,640 188,800 390,000
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The minimum exclusion distance from Unit No, .3 is 520 meterY and 

the nearest corporate boundary of Peekskill, the population center, 

is approximately 800 meters (0.5 mi.) from the unit. Using these 

figures, a literal interpretation. of :10 CAR 100, the Comission's 

site criteria, which states that the population center distance 

should be at least 1-1/'3 times the low population distance, would 

require the outer boundary of the low population zone to be less than 

600 meters from the unit. Nevertheless, Con Ed has chosen 1100 mtelirs 

as the outer boundary of the :low populatiLon zone be6ause of the 

limited population within this distance from the plant. We conclude 

that this is acceptable (1) because of the limited population with~in 

the low populai.ioi. zone 166.., and (2) because PeekskLll. is of a 

generally industrial nature in the vicini ty of the uni~t so that 

residient population i s low and control of the people wou:ld not be 

d iffIcul.  

The meteorology of the Irndfian Point site is governed by its position 

in a deep river valley. Consequently, wind direction generally 

follows a pronounced diurnal cycle with unstable (lapse) flow in 

the upriver direction during the daytime and stable flow in the 

downriver dire~tion at night.



The applicant has presented two years of accumulated meteorological 

measurements taken at the site including wind speed, wind direction, 

temperature-lapse rate data with heights. We and our meteorological 

consultants, ESSA, have reviewed the data presented by the applicant 

and conc:lude that the data are adequate to provide a basis for 

establishing routine x:elease limits for the site. Based upon our 

re-view of this data, we feel that our standard accident meteorological 

Lmodel .is adequately conservative for this site. This inodel yields 

slightly higher accident doses than does the model used by the 

applicant. The comments of our meteorological Consultants at ESSA 

have been previously forwarded to the ACES.  

No new developments have occurred sinice our construction permi t 

revriews for Indian Point 'Unitcs 2 and 3 to change our previous con

clusion on the acceptability of the geological and seismological 

features of the indian Point site.  

A ground acceleration of 0 .10g was used for the Operational Basis 

Earthquake anid 0.15g for the Design Basis Earthquake. These values 

were selected. at the time of the construction permit reviews, for 

Units 2 and 3 and are acceptable for the Indian Point plants.



Hydrology

The applicant has reevaluated the potential flooding that could 

occur at the site due to the "Probable Maximum Hurricane" (P1M1 

and 'Probable Maximum Flood (PMF). The applicant's analysis and 

our review of the consequences of the PiVIH are completed. The 

-applicant estimates that the P1411 would result in a water level of 

less than the 14.5 feet above MSL at the Indian Point site.  

Both we and our consultants at CERC agree with the applicant that 

the 14.5 feet above 143L calculated by the applicant is a reasonable 

estimate for PEE level at the site. The comments of our hurricane: 

surge consultants at CEllO have been previously forwarded to the 

The aPplicarit's evaluation of the PMF for the Inditan Point site has 

,not yet been completed. The applicant understands idial analyses 

are necessary to evaluate the PMF levels and has agreed to pertor-M 

the appropriate analyses. We will report to the Committee on our 

evaluation of the applicant's 5 analysis in a supplemental report 

when these anayses become available.



Enmvironmental I Monitoring 

The radioactivity levels in the vicinity of the Indian Point site 

have been measured by Consolidated Edison since 1958. The opera

tional environmental radiation monitoring program for the Indian 

Poin-t Unit No. .2 facility will be a co-Intinutation of this long standing 

program. The following samples will be taken: Fallout, air particulate, 

airborne iodine, water from various surface drinking water supplies, 

HL.udson Riv~er water * water from lakes near the site, well water, lake 

aquatic vegetationr, Hudson River v egetation, river bottom sediment, 

xiv.r aqjuatic biota, terrestrial vegetation, soil., and direct gamma.  

We conclude that the applicant'~s p-ropotsed program will provide an 

adeqioal.e basis for ev7aluating the effects of reactor1 operations on 

the, envirois.  

1:-ia,: comm,,e ats of the Fish and Wildlife Servi ce have not as yet been 

received. These coimiments will be forwarded to the Committee whecn 

available .
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Radwaste Releases 

Both the applicant and staff-agree that the routine radwaste releases 

from t:he three faci lities at the Indian Point will be treated as if 

there was only one facility at the site, that is the combined 

releases from the three facil ities when added together will resul t 

in doses at the restricted area boundary less than those specified 

in 10 CFR 20.  

The liquid effluent releases from the three nuclear facilities will 

be into the same dis~charge canal and then into the Hudson River.  

The nearest public drinking water supplies in the Budson River are 

at Chelseai, New York (backup water supply for New York City) and 

the Gas;tie Point Veteran s, Hospitli, 2W and 20.5 ril es upstreamil 

of the Indian Point site, respectively. Tidal action could during 

dry, low fresh water river flow periods carry the radioacti vity 

discharged into the river at the Indian Point site upstream to 

these river water intake points. Conservative analyses made by 

the applicant indicate that th~e concentratiLon of radionuclides at 

these puhlic-.water intake would be :less than 1% of the concentrationo 

of the radionuclides being discharged into the river at Indian 

Point. Since the releases at the site will be less than the 10 

CFR 20 levels (in all probability less than 1% of the 10 CFR 20 

levels based upon past experience with Indian Point 1 and other 

pressurized water reactors) the radioactivity levels at these intakes 

due to the discharges at Indian Point will be insignificant,.
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The routine gaseous radioactivity releases f rom the three nuclear 

facilities will be from three different stacks. The applicant 

has presented analyses-of estimating routine gaseous effluent 

release rates-such that the maximum off-site dosei for the three 

combined effluents are less than those specified in 10 CFJI 20.  

We have performed independent analyses of the routine gaseous 

effluent limits for these three facilities which resulted in 

somewhat lower allowable release rates. The differences in our 

calcula tions have not as yet been resolved. We will report to 

the Cotmittee later on the resolution of these differences. However, 

it: should be noted that even with the lower calculated otaff limits, 

past experienced with pressurizei water reactors have shiewn that 

releases will be probably be less than one percent of the c alculated 

s taff release limits . Therefore, the maximum doses off-site from 

the routine gaseous releases from these facilities' will be well.  

below the 10 (;VR 201 level.
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Iodine Reduction 

Installed engineered safeguard systems designed to remove iodine 

from the containment atmosphere and thus minimize leakage of iodine 

f rom the containment following a loss-of-coolant accident include 

a chemical additive containment spray system and an impregnated 

charcoal adsorber system.  

Sodium hydroxide is used as the additive in the spray system, with 

a miniminn expected final solution pH) 8 value. The evaluation of 

this system is based on operation of one out of two 

subsystams. The filter system consists of five units, three of 

which are considered operational for evaliuation of post-accident 

face velocity. Carbon beds are preceded by demisters and HEPA 

filters. The staff has evaluated these two systems in terms of 

*combined functijons, creditinrg the spray system solely with the 

capablity of reducing the concentration of elemental and other 

inorganic forms of iodine and the charcoal adsorbcr system with 

the capability of removing both inorganic and organic iodides.  

The iodine reduction effect of the alkaline spray solutions, 

has been evaluated using a more conservative model than that



that applieqd by the applicant. The iroval constant for elemental 

iodine by the sprayi system derived by the staff is 4.5 hr--I 

based on minimum pewformance characteristics of the' system. The 

comparable value stated by-the applicant is 32 hr .Th~e 

materials compatibility aspects of the spray solution with 

exposed materials have been considered and documented by the 

applicant, Storage conditions have been analyzed and both the 

structural integrity of materials and absence of caustic corrosion 

have been substantia ted. All maj or cons trucetion materials in 

the containment building exposed t~o the spray solution have been 

tested under simu~lated DBA conditions for time periods in excess 

of Lituae squirced Lo assure operaion of engineered saf.eguard~ 

sys tems and/or containment integrity, The only material adversely 

affected by the spray solution was aluminum. Preliminary analyos 

by the staff indicates that the solubility in water of the principal

solid reaction product Al (OiH) 3 is sufficiently large at pU~9 

to dissolve more than 1000 lbs. aluminum as NaAIO .* A small 

fraction of- this may precipi tate and/or plate out in the form 

of some of the less soluble crystalline hydrated aluminum oxides, 

such as boehmite * bayert1.te, or hydraagillite. Higher temperatures 

enhance the solubility of all of these compounds. All items



rianufactored o-f aluanlnum or ;ts lloys have b-e n itemized rst' 

total weighL and surfa-cc, area. A' total l.iass of 2(5Is. iclisted 

i yncIu ding a contingency allowance of 250 lbs. Nonc of thIese' :tei.is 

are requnired for pos t-,acidentp~co~e and all are.as'mcc 

Corrode at a fi ite ate. Of tho~se, only the reactor .Lnsulzmilun 

and pai.-e~d surfaces have large expost.-d areas and arerpil 

coUSU~ed. TChe s taff has aniaJlyed tho solubility aspects,: :-nt"o 'ns 

C1.1 the temperature dependlent corros ion. r~ntes acncme tded ta 

th iitncortcentr.-tion is r attained in less- I-in, 50-10(; 

dys, Thereforea, the s taff believes that: .,eh total quln.1ty ci 

alunnm used1 iti this r-eacto:-r will not-- adversely affect fa 

a cc ident behavior ofteegna'dsafegua-rd syslieins (ster 

to ~0 n sec tionm) 

l'roteetive co-akclogs jiaye been ewaluated. under the requiscilfe 

epeauecouldit icnis and f-und La- survi.-ve wit'hout:-!- lo.1SsC of 

adhesion or formaetion~ of: cdecoTHpOSItJ on products.  

ie prolbabi-IJt t of chloride s-L-ress corrosi,:oT! lias bee-.n dtrnie 

to beC acceptably low -for the all-ine solutiJon, both in trm of

published data and of specific lab~oratory tests at OINL, Other 

metals and alloys also have 'Deen shont cILutal o orso 

rates.



The effectiveness of organic iodide .reioval1 by impregnate-d charcoals 

tinder conditions of high relative humidity and high temp ieratures 

has been recently invastigated both at OR14L and at the Battelle 

Northwest Laboratory. Th'le 0Pd TL data werd obtained f rom small.  

scale experiments under a var-lety of conditicns; the BNWL.  

datla result-ed from a r..un in the relatively large Conit ainmen11t 

Systems Experiment (CSE) faciiy.Te0NLdt hwha 

im.-pregnate--d charcoal effective'ly removes organic iodides from a 

flowing Zsteam--air mi.ture * with decreasing efficiency as the 

relative humidi ty approaches 10.'0% and with some res.Idual effective

neCss even after prolonged flood-Jng of the clharecoa beds. Evern 

though. total ftioodLng of an. enitire unit is h;ighly -Imprebabl e, 

th ot osratv nlysis by the staff of organic iod-ide 

retention b, -.rcalfiter.s is basad on the measured effireiencies 

with -.i~sn-i mixture folIlo'J--winag pr.-olonged flooding of the bed, 

The average observed organ.-ic iodide decointamination factor for- a.  

twlo inch charcoal depths and downward flow under these cond:iti.ons.  

is'statedc as' 1.5.3%t' for upward flow, 4.3%., The air flow in the 

filter installation is equally divi-ded beLween down and upflow.  

Therefore, the averaged organic iodide removal efficiency of such 

a bed following flooding is c-alculated to be at least 9.8%, based 

on the ORNL experimental data,
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The results for Runs A-14 and A-15 i-n the large CSE facility, 

using a scaled internal recirculation filter loop system, have 

been reported recently. These CSE runs indicate removal 

efficiencies of 70-85% for organic iodides under the conditions 

of the experiment, with no obseri'ec flooding. in fact, a 

significan t initial chlarcoal temperature rise-was observed, due 

to the exothermic heat of adsorption of water on the charcoal, 

and resulted in significantly lowered surface relative hfuniiity 

and enhanced pcrformance.  

In view of these results, and preponderant evidence* indicating 

relatively high removal efficiencies for organic iodide by 

in~pregnated cha;rcoal adsorbers under nearly all circums tances, 

the st:aff i~s continuing its evaluation of the mi nimum effeciverness 

of these units under p:os t-accident conditions. it is anticipated 

that considerably larger org'anic iodide efficiencies can be 

jusLLified and the value of 10% per pass assumed heye must he 

considered extremely cons ervative. However, even with thi~s 

innimsum value, the site satisfies the criteria of 10 CFR 10Y) 

*Representative results are reported in ORNL--4040, ORNiL-/il80, 

ORNL-TM-2728 and JAEA Conf. on Treatment of Airborne Radioactive 

WastLes Paper SM 110/60
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The overall iodine renioal effectiveness for all available engineered 

safety features has: been evaluated by the staff on the basis of the 

above spray removal constant of 4.5 hours- applied to the inorganic 

iodine fraction only, an additional incremental removal constantc 

of 0,49 hrs7 for inorganiic iodine due to the charcoal adsorher 

system, and a removal constant of 0.048 hrs' (based on a miii:inu-m 

removal effectiveness of 10% of Mhe residual fraction per pass) 

for the organic iodide fraction.
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As sumpt ions Ued I Staff Acc~id ent Assumpt ions 

1~Stea Line Break Outsid El Conataiiment 

(1) .rrl-or to the accident thne plart is Operating with 1% fa Ied fe 

equilibrium primary coolant activity with average energy of 0,7 MEN 

and a. 10 gpm-f primary-to-secondary leakage with 10 gpm stemrt generator 

b lowdown, 

(2) Secondary equilibrimi activfty calculated assuming all iodinle remains 

in the liquid phaae with credit given for normal 10 gpm steam 

generateor blowdowyi 

(3) 1X,*qillbrium acti~vity in the afferterd. stem generator (25% of secondar*Y 

activity) and all activity :.n the priary, system leakage releazed 

(L7% of primaary BiVsteM iU 2 h1OuTS anil 4.3% in 8 hours) to the 

annosphere. without liar titioyn sincA all liquid ilk the steam generator 

is avrumed rto f laoh, 

(4) Standard ground r~lease meteorology and dosfa conversion factors.  

2, tea GeeraorTube Rupture 

(U) Prior to the accident the plant is operating with 1% failed fuel 

equilibrium primary coolant activity with an average energy of 0.7 14EV 

and 10 gpma primary-to-secondary leakage,.  

(2) Secondary system eqailibrIum activity determined as in 1(2) above.  

(3) Blowdown of approXimately 1.0% of the primary system volume to the 

secondary syatam, 

(4) Loss of offsite power occurs requiring operation of the steam line 

relief valves andi relianice upon ateam. generator builoff to dissipate 

Uecay haat



(5) Resulting flashing to atmosphere releases all noble Sases iTn the 

primary-to-secondary blowdown to atmosphere, Equilibrium 1,odine 

in the secondary systm and in blowdown f rom the primary Gystem 

released with a water to steau partition factor of 10.  

(6) Standard ground release meteorology and dose conversion factors.  

36, C o rt rolI Ro2d- -Ce--I OU 

(1) Prior to the accident the plant is operating with 1% fritled fuel 

equi:libriumi ilmary coolant activity with an averag'e energy oE 0.7 

M~ET and 10 gpui ilmary to secondary leakage.  

(2) Secondary aystami equilibriuJAm activi-ty detern~ed as ic, 1(2) abave, 

itith tChe release, of 20. of the noble gases an~d 10% of iodixies in ?.".  

&_U!'cted fixal rods to One lprii&'y coolant.  

(4..proximately 2,.6% of t' a primary fsystem activity (equilibrium 

qc ivity and 10% failed fuel activity) io released to the secondary 

system in 2 hours, 

(5) Lose of of f-site power occurs requiring operation of the ateam 

generator bol.toff to dissipate decay heat.  

(6) All the noble gases in the primary to secondary blowdown to the 

atmosphere a-hd 2% of the iodine In the primary to secondary blowdown 

to the atiriosphere, 

()Standard ground release meteorology aad dose conversion factors.,



46 RefuelinR Accident 

(1 Perforation of 204 fuel rods (one w~hole assm-bly), 

(2) Gap activity in the rods is released, This is assumed to be 20% of 

the noble gases and 1.0/% of the -Iod-Ine in the rods ( ith a peaking 

f ace-or 1043.  

(3) The accident occurs 90 hours after shutdown. This represents a 

reasonable estimate of the tim required to cooldown~, remove the 

pressure vessel head and the upper internal akae a A ugi[n the 

refueling operation.  

(4) 90% of the released iodine is retained in the water of thco spent 

fuel pit or can~al, 

(5) Standard grounid rlaeiiaetacrology and dose conlrrsion factufa.  

(6~) No cred:it givein for zspent fuel14 bui;lding confine-ent, 

5. Basi Accide-at 

(1) Power lewel of 3217 M~) 

(2) TID1444 releases (100% noble gases, 25% iodines. and 1% P3,lids).  

(3) Design containmrant leakage rate, 0.1% per day, for first day, andc 

0.045% per day thereafter.  

(4) Spray removal constant for inorganic fodines of 4.5 hours-1 .  

(5) Charcoal removal constant of 0.49 hr.-l for inorganic iodines and 

0,048 firs 1 for organic iodine (90% per pass inorganic removal 

and 10% per pass organic re-ioval)8 

(6) 10% organic iodide fraction.  

(7) Standard ground release znaorology aicd istandard dase con'iversion 

factors.


